Introduction
Increase in graphics hardware performance and improvements in programmability has enabled Graphics Processing Units (OPUs) to evolve from a graphics-specific accelerator to a general-purpose computing device. Consequently, GPUs have enjoyed wide-spread adoption in various application domains, including scientific computing [: ,:2"/]. Scientists have begun to take advantage of the unprecedented amount of parallelism available in GPUs to expedite their scientific simulations and to derive scientific insights more quickly. For example, Titan, the world's second fastest supercomputer for open science in 2014, consists of 18,688 OPUs that scientists from various domains such as astrophysics, fusion, climate, and combustion use routinely to run large-scale simulations [:, ,~7].
These large-scale scientific applications are often very longrunning; a single simulation may take from a few hours to a couple of days. Due to the large-scale and the long duration, leadership scientific applications may encounter interruptions due to system failures. Therefore, while the performance improvement achieved via inherent parallelism available in GPUs is necessary to expedite the scientific discovery process, it is equally critical that applications are able to cope with system failures during a run, without losing all of the work. Scientific applications typically employ a checkpoint/restart mechanism to periodically take checkpoints such that it can continue to make forward progress even in the event of failures. However, the efficiency of these mechanisms depends on the resilience characteristics of the system. Unfortunately, while the performance efficiency of GPUs is well understood, their resilience characteristics in a large-scale computing system have not been well studied.
As we approach exascale, the resilience challenge will become even more critical due to increase in system-scale [:2_q. Additionally, GPUs are anticipated to be a part of the projected path to exascale due to their ability of offer more FLOPS compared to traditional CPUs. Therefore, understanding the nature of GPU errors is critical for operating today's large-scale HPC systems such as the Titan supercomputer as well as designing future extreme-scale systems [~~(::] . In fact, lack of understanding about resilience characteristics of these emerging compute system components may lead to lower scientific productivity, lower operational efficiency and even, significant monetary loss [:: ;.;]. This led us to conduct a large-scale field study on GPU error characterization, quantification, and impact. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to provide a thorough understanding of GPU errors on a large-scale GPUenabled system using both field and experimental data.
Our study consists of three parts. First, we present findings from analyzing GPU errors on the Titan supercomputer at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF). Our data includes single and double bit errors for all 18, 688 OPUs in the Titan supercomputer. We investigate the temporal and spatial characteristics of GPU errors, their correlation with temperature and per memory structure breakdown among several other factors. Our analysis reveals interesting insights about GPU error characteristics that can be used to improve operational efficiency of large-scale HPC facilities and makes recommendations to future GPU architects. The second part of the study, conducted at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, shares our experience with the first generation of GPU cards enabled with ECC support.
Finally, the third part the study presents results from our extensive neutron-beam tests, conducted at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) and ISIS (Rutherford Appleton Laboratories, UK), to measure the resilience of different generations of GPUs. Our controlled neutron beam experiments provide additional deeper insights into the resilience characteristics of GPUs, that are not otherwise possible by the field data alone. We discuss the implications of our findings for future GPU architects, the design of GPU fault-injectors, and application programmers.
We believe that insights derived from our large-scale field data analysis and extensive neutron-beam experiments carry significant implications for future generation GPU architectures, current and future HPC computing facilities, researchers focusing on GPU resilience, and end users.
Background
This section provides a brief background on GPU architecture, resilience support, sources of GPU errors and their impact on the application execution.
GPU Architecture and Resilience Support
Fig I shows a simplified, representative GPU architecture for Kepler and Fermi generations. The GPU architecture is composed of multiple streaming multiprocessors (SM). The SMs are the basic building blocks of a GPU. All SMs have access to the shared L2 cache and the device memory. The thread block scheduler dispatches one or more blocks ofthreads to an idle SM. Each SM has multiple Compute Unified Device Architecture (eUDA) cores. A group of threads (called a warp) to be executed next on the CUDA cores of a given SM are selected Program cra'ih by the warp scheduler, then instructions are dispatched by the instruction dispatch unit. Note that each CUDA core executes only one thread at a time. Each CUDA core has access to the shared memory and the Ll cache region. The Shared memory and the Ll cache regions are a dedicated resource for each SM. Similarly, each SM has a dedicated register file that can be accessed only by the threads executing in the same SM.
All major storage structures of GPUs for HPC applications are protected with a Single Error Correction Double Error Detection (SECDED) ECC including device memory, L2 cache, instruction cache, register files, shared memory, and Ll cache region. However, not all resources benefit from ECC protection, for example, logic, queues, the thread block scheduler, warp scheduler, instruction dispatch unit, and interconnect network are not covered. It was shown experimentally that a soft error in a storage structure is likely to affect multiple threads, possibly multiple warps or thread blocks [3 1 ]. Therefore, providing costly ECC protection to storage structures is expected to be a better return on investment. Additionally, the area occupied by scheduler structures are estimated to be much smaller than the cache and memory regions, hence the likelihood of a soft error striking in that region is much lower as well. However, the details of resilience support for these structure are considered business-sensitive by vendors, and hence, unavailable. Consequently, some of the application crashes due to soft-errors in non-protected structures may not be correctly logged by the system or may even be incorrectly attributed to other causes. We point out that our radiation test results include the effect of corruptions in these areas as well when estimating the overall soft-error rate. Therefore, in addition to the field data, our neutron beam tests are critical for developing a thorough understanding of the GPU errors.
GPU Errors and Their Impact
An application may encounter a GPU error due to multiple reasons, for example, an application bug, driver bug, hardware or radiation-induced bit corruptions. We note that analyzing GPU errors due to an application or a runtime system can be misleading as an excessive number of errors may be occurring due to debugging runs, program bugs, bad programming practices, and script errors. Therefore, in this paper, we primarily focus on GPU application crashes that are caused by bit errors. Different GPU errors are logged with different codes (XID numbers as per Nvidia r: ]).
Radiation strike may corrupt one or more bits leading to one of the following outcomes: (1) no effect on the program output (the failure is masked or corrupted data is not used), (2) single bit errors: corruption corrected by the ECC logic (correct program output), (3) program crash, (4) silent data corruption (incorrect output, but program does not crash). Out of these outcomes, only the latter two outcomes are undesirable from a programmer's point of view as they lead to program crash/incorrect output. There may be system integration related errors that may not be specific to GPU micro-architecture; "Off the bus" error is such an error considered in this study that is related to losing the connection to the host. It may be caused due to system integration issues and is not specific to the GPU micro-architecture or radiation strikes. Table I lists all the GPU errors that were considered in the this study and their possible outcomes [3] . In rest of the paper, we refer to GPU errors that lead to application crash as GPU failures. Section 3 describes in detail how these events are collected under different data collection methods, and what the challenges and limitations of recording these events are.
Methodology
In this section, we first briefly describe the systems that were used in this study and our data collection methodology. Following that we describe the neutron beam experimental setup and methodology. We have collected the GPU error data for over 18 months (since Feb' 13 to Aug ' 14) . The GPU errors were collected in two ways. First, we analyzed the data that were collected from the console log. The console log has a record for each GPU related event. We continuously parse the console log to filter GPU related records. These records include the node location, time-stamp and description of the event. Note that single bit errors are not logged to the console log. Therefore, we rely on the second method to collect information about single bit correctable errors. We collected this data by running nvidiasmi utility on all the GPU nodes. In addition to reporting the single bit errors, nvidia-smi output also includes double bit and ECC page retirement related errors. There are two key differences between these two data collection methods (console log and nvidia-smi). First, nvidia-smi utility provides a snapshot of the system (cumulative count of an event at a pernode granularity) unlike the console log that records events with timestamps at which they occurred. Second, the console log does not provide memory structure in which a particular event occurred, however, this information is provided by the nvidia-smi utility. Therefore, we use both these methods of data collection to quantify and analyze the characteristics of GPU errors.
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) We collected GPU error logs and GPU counter data from the Moonlight GPGPU cluster at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Moonlight has a total of 616 M2090 GPGPUs (Fermi architecture). The M2090 GPU has 512 eUDA cores, a total of 3.0 billion transistors on each GPU at the 40nm process technology. A single GPU is capable of delivering 1.33 Tflops single precision performance and 0.66 Tflops double precision performance. There are a total of 16 SMs and 32 CUDA cores within each SM. Each SM has 32K registers, 64KB of combined shared memory and LI cache. SMs share 768 KB of L2 cache and a total 6GB GDDR5 memory. The register files, shared-memory, L I and L2 caches are SECDED ECC protected. Although relatively smaller in scale, the Moonlight cluster provides us an interesting data point -one of the first Nvidia GPUs to be adopted in the HPC domain (due to first time ECC support).
Neutron Beam Test Experimental Set Up
Radiation experiments were performed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory's (LANL) Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) Irradiation of Chips and Electronics House II and in the VESUVIO beam line in ISIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratories, Didcot, UK. The experiments were conducted at different times of the years in 2013 and 2014. As shown in Fig. 2 , both of these facilities provide a white neutron source that emulates the energy spectrum of the atmospheric neutron flux between 10 and 750 MeV. The ISIS beam has been empirically demonstrated to be suitable to mimic the LANSCE beam and the terrestrial radiation environment [-~.~:'], despite its relatively lower component of high-energy neutrons. We also point out that the ISIS beam includes a non-negligible component of thennal neutrons, which may increase the measured error rate if Boron-lOis present in the tested devices. ..... 10
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Figure 2: LANSCE, ISIS, and TRIUMF neutrons spectrum: plotted against neutrons spectrum at the sea level multiplied by 10 7 and 10 8 [43] .
Therefore, in our discussions we discard thermal neutrons contribution and make a direct comparison only among experiments performed in the same facility and in the same time slot.
The neutron flux was approximately I x 106nj(cm 2 x s) in LANSCE and 4 x I04n/{cm 2 x s) in ISIS for energies above 10 MeV. The neutron fluxes used are higher than the neutron flux at sea level [20] , but we have carefully designed the experiments to ensure that probability of more than one neutron generating a failure in a single code execution remains practically negligible. The observed error rates were lower than 10-2 errors/execution. Since a much lower neutron flux may hit a GPU in a realistic environment, it is highly likely to not have more than one corruption during one single execution. We can, therefore, scale the experimental data in the natural radioactive environment without introducing artificial behaviors. 
Understanding and Quantifying GPU Errors on the Titan Supercomputer
In this section, we present a detailed characterization of GPU failures, share interesting findings and implications for GPU architects and system operators. Temporal characteristics of GPU failures Fig. 4 shows the monthly-frequency of different types of GPU failures for the Titan supercomputer. First, we observe that the frequency of GPU related failure events is fairly low (typically occurring once in two days on an average). This is a significant result in the context of a such a large-scale system where more than two failures per day are likely to occur on an average, estimated using vendor-specified MTBF for the GPU card [2] .
Second, we note that Off the bus, ECC page retirement errors and DBE failures are more dominant than other types of failures. We also point out that Off the bus failures were dominant only before the GPU production run (December 2013). A system integration issue with GPU cards was identified and
The GPU hardware setup includes connecting the GPU to a host computer through a PCIe extender (Fig. 3) . The role of the host computer is to initialize the test and gather the results from the GPU. A software and a hardware watchdog were included in the setup. The software watchdog monitors a timestamp written by the application running on the GPU. If the time-stamp is not updated in ten seconds the GPU application is killed and launched again. Such a watchdog is required to detect and manage radiation-induced program crashes. The hardware watchdog is an Ethernet controlled switch that performs a power cycle of the host computer if the host computer itself does not acknowledge any ping requests in ten minutes. The hardware watchdog is necessary as radiation can corrupt the PCle controller on the GPU board as well, possibly causing the host computer to hang. Irradiation was performed at room temperature with normal incidence and nominal voltages. Table 1 ) that lead to program crash were observed to have zero error counts. ECC page retirement related errors were available only for the production run. GPU off the bus error is always followed by the microcontroller halt error after the recent driver upgrade. resolved by soldering the cards before the system went into production with GPUs. The mean time to application interruption (due to all failure events) in the production run is more than 40 hours, significantly higher than the estimated MTBF of the whole system (11.7 hours) using the vendor specified MTBF for the GPU card [2]. We perform rigorous stress tests and high-standard acceptance tests on these GPU cards before they go in production. The rigor helps the center's operations team identify bad GPU cards early enough. Even during a production run, if a GPU card exhibits a particular kind of error more than a small threshold, that particular GPU card goes under rigorous stress testing and is disqualified if the errors re-appear. As we show later as well, only a small fraction of "bad" GPU cards encounter most of the errors repeatedly, and hence, are enough to bring down the MTBF of the whole system significantly. Therefore, by doing this exercise continuously, we identify such cards early and consequently, increase the mean time to application interruption significantly. While MTBF is a useful metric, it is not sufficient by itself to understand the characteristics of GPU related failures. To address this issue" we plot the inter-arrival failure distribution for GPU related failures (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, a significant fraction of the failures occur much before the observed MTBF. This is true not only for all GPU failures combined, but also for dominant GPU failure types as well. These results indicate that there exists a strong temporal locality between GPU failures. This finding also implies that the average work lost due to a failure would be less, because a significant fraction of failures occur soon after a previous failure. However, this temporal locality characteristic is not artificially generated because a high number of failures occur on the same day or in the span of a couple of days. Fig. 6 shows that GPU failures do not show this kind of behavior, for example, there are only a couple of days during the observed period when more than two failures of a type occurred on the same day. Next, we mathematically capture the temporal locality characteristics of failures. We use two statistical techniques to fit our data against four distributions, normal, Weibull, log normal, and the exponential distribution. First, the QQ-plot visually shows the fitness of these distributions (Fig. 7) . We notice that Weibull distribution is a better fit than exponential distribution for our failure samples. Second, Fig. 8 shows the results from the Kolmogorov-Smimov test for different distributions [ 16] to reaffirm the same conclusion quantitatively. This result is particularly important for fault-tolerance studies and fault-injector tools that often assume that failure samples come from an exponential distribution -leading to incorrect estimation of the impact of failures, total execution time and checkpointing decisions.
In addition to the scale parameter (,t), a Weibull distribution is specified using a shape parameter (k). We find that the shape parameter (k) for the Weibull distribution is less than 1 for each type of failure (Fig. 8) . If the shape parameter is less than one, it implies a high infant mortality rate, confirming our observation about temporal locality in failures. Due to this property, GPU programs can also take intelligent checkpointing techniques such as "Lazy checkpointing" and "Skip checkpointing" that exploit temporal locality in failures to reduce the I/O overhead significantly [ Distinct number of cards atTected by different faDures Next, we investigate how many GPU cards are affected by different GPU failure types. Fig. 9 shows that Off the bus errors have affected the most number of nodes (nearly 150 out of more than 18000 cards). Recall that almost all of these errors occurred in pre-production and were subsequently fixed by soldering. The ECC page retirement and DBE errors affect nearly half the numbers of GPU cards. Interestingly, Fig. 9 also shows that there are a few cards that experience double bit errors multiple times. In fact, six GPU cards are responsible for 25% of all DBE errors. There is only one card that exhibits multiple occurrences of ECC page retirement error. These cards were moved around the machine to see if a particular node location was more susceptible to such errors. Our results suggest that that some cards may be inherently more prone to double bit errors. We also found that one particular card was responsible for more than 10% of the ECC page retirement errors. Having learned from these trends, the Operations team takes proactive measures to identify such cards early and perfonns stress testing in a separate cluster before putting them back in the machine. This strategy has worked well for keeping the mean time to application interruption high. Due to this, we have seen relatively lower multiple occurrences of DBEs on the same card that would have occurred otherwise. 
Temperature sensitivity of GPU failures
Next, we investigate if GPU failures have sensitivity towards temperature (Fig. 10) . First, we observe that the combined GPU failures show sensitivity towards temperature, i.e., more occurrences in the hotter cages (chassis). But, not all failures individually show this trend (for example, double bit errors tend to occur least in the middle cage). However, as we had observed earlier, a few GPU cards experience multiple DBEs. This may possibly skew the sensitivity study. To address this issue, we counted only the first occurrences of DBEs on a given card. Our results show that double bit errors may be sensitive to temperature as well, while page retirement errors are not sensitive to temperature. However, we also recognize that establishing this correlation with high confidence is challenging because some cards themselves may be more prone to errors and variance in the temperature data may further complicate the problem. Additionally, the number of errors (e.g., double bit errors) are fairly small and hence, do not form a very large population size, making it more challenging to establish a correlation with high confidence. Nevertheless, we believe that our field data results may be useful and timely towards understanding this correlation better as the research community is still in the early stages of determining the effects of temperature on DBEs [. 
Analysis of GPU Single Bit Errors (SBE)
Next, we study the characteristics of single bit errors (SBE) on the Titan supercomputer. Recall that if ECC is enabled on a system. SBE can be successfully corrected with some performance overhead. However, most of this performance overhead is due to the detection logic since the correction step only involves a few simple hardware-accelerated operations.
We found that less than 5% of the total GPU cards (899 cards) experienced one or more SBEs during Feb'13 to Aug'14. Interestingly, close to 98% of all SBEs occurred on only ten cards (out of 899 offender cards). This observation is also shown in Fig. I 1. Like double bit errors, single bit errors tend to occur repeatedly on the same node, albeit this trend is much stronger in this case. We did not find any statistically sound correlation of SBEs with node or cage location, leading us to believe that some GPU cards may be more prone to single bit errors than others. Note that since SBEs do not interrupt an application and are corrected automatically. Recall that the SBE events are collected using the nvidia-smi utility which can provide only the snapshot of the system, and not continuous output to study temporal characteristics of SBEs in a statistically sound manner.
Observation S. Almost 98% of all single bit errors occur in only 10 GPU cards. This suggests that a few cards may be significantly more prone to re-occurrence 0/SBEs. Future studies modeling, simulating and evaluating the effect ofsingle bit errors in large-scale system should take into account this characteristic of SBEs instead of simply assuming that the probability ofan SBE occurring on aI/nodes is equal.
We further investigate the breakdown of SBE events in different regions on the GPU card. Fig. 12 shows the breakdown of all SBE events for all cards, for the 10 cards with the most number of SBEs, and for all cards except these top 10 offenders.
We found that overall the L2 Cache region is the major contributer in SBE events, showing that 98% of the SBE events happen in that structure alone. It is not surprising that the top 10 offenders also show the same behavior (99% of the SBE events occurred in the L2 Cache). However, it is interesting to note that once we eliminate the top 10 offenders, the device memory is the structure where most of the SBEs occur (96% of all SBEs). We also point out that the fraction of SBEs occurring in different structures is not proportional to the respective structure sizes. This finding could be used by future architects in deciding which memory structures may need better protection. Fault-injector tools could use this finding to account for the relative likelihood of soft-errors occurring in different memory structures and its corresponding impact on the application. 
Experience with Moonlight GPU Cluster
In this section, we share our experience with Moonlight, a GPU-enabled HPC cluster at LANL. The GPUs deployed in Moonlight are the M2090 GPUs based on the Fenni architecture and enabled with the ECC support.
Performance Variation
Software developers and application users observed significant performance variation on these GPUs. Fig. 13(a) shows that two GPUs on the same node may exhibit significant performance variation. Each card achieves significantly different Gflops performance at different times. This is further supported by the observed variation in the perfonnance-states of GPU cards (Fig. 13 (b». This behavior is particularly problematic for HPC workloads which heavily rely on global synchronization. Because of the global synchronization, the overall system performance is determined by the slowest GPU. Therefore, any variance in performance among GPU cards leads to an increase in application run time.
We suspect that power starvation or temperature variance is potentially causing this behavior (performance-state throttling and consequently, performance variation). Therefore, we conducted other tests on smaller testbeds at LANL using M2090 cards that were in different enclosures. However, we observed similar variance in performance and performance-states. Fortunately, this problem seems to have resolved in the recently purchased GPUs (K20, kepler architecture). Our results show less than ±0.02% of performance variation, indicating the maturity of GPU architecture in this particular regard.
Inconsistency in Error Logging
As discussed in Section 3, GPU error counts can be obtained via either querying the nvidia-smi tool or mining syslog. In our experiments, we observed that logged errors (as per syslog) may not always exactly match with the nvidia-smi output.
We increased the temperature of a M2090 GPU node by blocking the exhaust, and hence, increasing the probability of bit corruptions. We recall from our previous discussion related to GPU cards on the Titan supercomputer that the probability of bit errors may increase with temperature-rise. Due to increased temperature, we could observe multiple bit corruptions. However, there were several inconsistencies between syslog and nvidia-smi output. In another dedicated experiment, we ran vendor-provided HPL tests consuming 279 GPU node-hours. We observed 27 double bit errors reported in syslog but only one was captured by the nvidia-smi output. One inconsistent logging issue was observed with a GPU card on Titan too. We suspect that this is because DBE forces the node to go down, and the driver may not correctly log the error to the persistent storage on the host just-in-time, before the host loses contact or becomes unresponsive. nated. This is critical as system administrators often rely on error counters to monitor the health ofthe system.
Observation 7. Performance variations across GPU cards seem to be fixed on newer generation ofGPU cards -making GPUs more amenable to HPC workloads. However, inconsistency in error logging may not have been completely elimi-

Radiation Experiments
In this section, we describe our neutron-beam experiments, results, and implications. First, we measure and report the raw sensitivity of the GPU devices from different architecture generations. Second, we evaluate the silent data corruption and program crash rate for different HPC benchmarks under neutron flux (refer to Section 3 for experimental setup).
Raw sensitivity of the GPU memory structures We tested the raw sensitivity of the GPU memory structures for two GPUs: Fermi architecture based C2050 (similar to one used in the LANL study) and Kepler architecture based K20 (similar to the Titan's GPU). Since our goal for this part of the study is to measure the raw sensitivity of the SRAM structures of the GPUs, we disabled built-in ECC mechanism.
To measure the raw sensitivity of these devices, we store a particular pattern (allIs or all Os) in the structure, expose the device to a controlled high-energy neutron flux and, finally, check if radiation corrupted the initially stored values.
We experimentally measured the cross section, a widely used metric to evaluate the radiation sensitivity of a device [5] , for the register file cells and the L2 cache cells of both K20 and C2050 boards. The cross section is calculated by dividing the number of observed errors by the received neutron fluence ("e:'~'ins). If the cross section of the memory structure is divided by the number of the cells, it yields the average sensitive area of a single cell, Le., the portion of the cell that, if hit by a neutron, will produce a failure. Higher cross section implies higher probability for an impinging neutron to corrupt a bit. Figure 14(a) shows the per-bit cross section for L2 cache and register file normalized to the cross section of K20 L2 cache obtained with the Is pattern. The 95% confidence intervals for our results, which is a combination of neutron counts uncertainty and statistical error, are lower than 12% for all the reported values. Note that the results reported in Figure 14 (a) are normalized to the number of available bits, however, the K20 structures are significantly larger than the C2050 structures. Figure 14(b) shows the total-area cross section for the K20 and C2050 L2 cache and register file, obtained by multi- plying the per-bit cross section with the size of the respective memory structure. Figure 14 shows that the Kepler generation GPU has better reliability than Fermi generation GPU per bit as well as for the whole L2 cache and register area. This is an encouraging result, because at lower feature sizes (newer process technology), the reliability can get worse [II] . The observed improvement can be attributed to various factors, including a better cell design in Kepler architecture. Unfortunately, the details of cell design are considered business-sensitive. However, this indicates that architects have improved the cell design to combat the danger of increased sensitivity at lower feature sizes.
We also found that bits set to zero are 40% more prone to corruption than bits in the L2 caches for both generations of OPUs. However, this is not true for bits in the register file (Figure 14 (a». This is due to the intrinsic asymmetries to the cache cell design. Some memory cell designs are not symmetric, meaning that the pull-up and pull-down transistor capacitance may differ. Under radiation, this results into a different radiation sensitivity for bits set to different values. We point out that this specific result can be achieved only through radiation experiments and is fundamental to precisely evaluating the resilience of GPUs. Next9 we investigate what fraction of all neutron-induced errors result into double and triple bit errors. Recall that SEeDED mechanism can not correct double or detect triple bit errors. We found that, fortunately, only 4-6% errors are double bit errors in L2 cache and register file area for the K20 card -suggesting that current SEeDED mechanism is a cost-effective choice for the current generation of GPU cards. Our Titan data also suggested a very low rate of DBEs in the field. Interestingly, C2050 GPU card exhibits even lower (close to 1%) DBEs. This can be explained due to difference in the process technology. Due to smaller transistor size at 28nm (K20 card), it is easier for a neutron to interact with more than one transistor in the K20 card than in the C2050 card, possibly generating more OBEs. A lower rate of OBEs is also typically achieved via radiation-aware intelligent memory interleaving [IY] . No errors with more than 2 bits corruption were observed during the experiments. 
Evaluating Radiation Sensitivity of HPC Benchmarks
To evaluate the impact of radiation-sensitivity on real-world HPC applications, we chose a representative set of benchmarks. We point out that HPC workloads running on the Titan supercomputer are considered sensitive. Since we cannot run those workloads under the neutron beam experimental set up, we have evaluated a wide variety of benchmarks that have similar characteristics as the real-workloads on Titan supercomputer. In fact, many real-world workloads often use the algorithms implemented in these benchmarks as their kernel. Our chosen benchmarks [7, 2-1-, 3 I] cover a wide range of computational and data movement requirements ( Table 2) .
The described benchmarks were experimentally tested on NVIDIA K20s in ISIS and LANSCE neutron sources with the setup described in Section 3.2. To detect if a an execution is affected by the Silent Data Corruption (SDC), the desktop PC compares the program output with a pre-computed golden output and checks for mismatches. A program crash (simply, referred to as Crash) is detected when the program crashes or when GPU gets stuck requiring the killing of the application or a system reboot. SDC and Crash are generated by radiation-induced errors in the GPU memory, logic, or scheduler resources [~~] .
The benchmark cross section is measured as the observed error rate (er~)rs , separately for the SDC and Crash) divided by the average particles flux (part4cles), yielding an area. The execm"xs cution time is normalized when measuring the cross section, so that the cross section has no dependence on the computational time, but only on the amount of resources required for computation. The experimentally observed cross section is an intrinsic characteristic of the device and benchmark, independent on the neutron source. Multiplying the cross section Table 2 shows the experimental results with a 95% confidence interval, which includes both statistical error and neutron counts uncertainty, for all the benchmarks. We also evaluate the efficiency of built-in ECC support. When the ECC is enabled, the number of output errors is significantly reduced -indicating the efficiency of ECC support. But, it also significantly increases the challenge of gather enough experimental data. Therefore, we report the results of two benchmarks with ECC support enabled for which we could gather statistically significant amount of data. First, we discuss the results for all benchmarks without ECC support, followed by our findings about implications and efficiency of ECC support. We observed significant variance in the FIT rates across applications for both the SDC and Crash. The underlying reason is differences in the GPU resources utilization and intrinsic code characteristics like the Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF, i.e., the probability for a failure to propagate to the output [ I .:, ]), amount of data elaborated, and the number of executions performed. We note that amount of data elaborated alone is not sufficient to indicate the program's neutron-induced error rate. For example, dgemm and MxM elaborate 3x more data than lavaMD but have 4x lower SDC FIT. On the other hand, the higher occurrences of program crashes in dgemm and F FT can be explained by the fact that crashes related to the number of instructions executed by a thread that, if corrupted, lead to a control flow error. The difference among dgemm and MxM is of particular interest as they solve the same problem on the same data but with two opposite approaches (computing-bounded vs. memory bounded). Since elaborated data are the same, their SDC FIT also remain comparable. However, being computing-bounded, dgemm execution requires the GPU cores to be always busy and fully loaded while during MxM execution the GPU cores are often waiting for data transfer. It is then more likely for dgemm to be affected by a corruption that leads to a controlflow error, possibly causing the dgemm Crash FIT rate to be twice higher than that of MxM.
Our Interestingly, we observe that while ECe can decrease the overall FIT rate (SOC and Crash combined), it may actually increase the Crash FIT. For example, Crash FIT for Hotspot is almost doubled. The underlying reason is relatively more complex than reasoning about the observed decrease in SDC FIT rate. When ECC mechanism detects a double bit corruption, it launches an exception that eventually leads to program crash (see Table I ). Recall our Observation 9 that the number of double bit corruptions is about an order of magnitude smaller than single bit corruptions. However, that does not directly imply that the Crash rate will be necessarily decreased by an order of magnitude when ECC is enabled. We observed that a large portion of single-bit and double-bit errors are benign and do not affect the program output. Hence, they do not contribute towards SOC and Crash rate when ECC is disabled. But, when ECC is enabled, all the double bit errors (including the benign ones) are converted into program crashes. Even benign double bit errors cause program crash when ECC is enabled, causing the crash FIT rate to go up. However, increase in program crash rate is not necessarily undesirable. In fact, that shows ECC is effective in decreasing the more undesirable outcome (SOC) -critical for long running HPC workloads that often do not have mechanism in place to detect SDC, but can recover from program crashes by reading in the last saved checkpoint. Next, we scale the FIT rate of these benchmarks to Titan's scale. Notice that we can only compare the Crash FIT, since SOC for the Titan system can not be measured. Also, recall that SDC rates are reduced by an order of magnitude when ECC is enabled. Crash FIT rates, when scaled, results in the mean time to application interruption of approx. 85 hours (ECC enabled) and 35 hours (ECC disabled) for lavaMD application. Recall that lavaMD benchmark experiences an order of magnitude higher FIT rate than other applications. Other applications are estimated to be interrupted over 100 hours on average. These results align well with our field observed MTBF for different GPU errors, for example MTBF for DBE was observed 144 hours on Titan and combined MTBF of all types of GPU failures was approximately 44 hours (Fig. 4 ;], primarily focusing on the characterizing all system failures, reports only the number of uncorrectable errors on GPU memory. This study provides a more detailed and rich characterization both in terms of system size and time, accompanied with neutron beam tests. We also present several interesting findings and implications of various different kinds of GPU errors for architects and system operators.
Recently, there have been extensive scientific efforts studying and improving GPU reliability, motivated by the spread of GPUs in both HPC and safety-critical applications [i "~]. Some initial work in the HPC domain have started to look at reliability evaluation of GPUs exposed to terrestrial radia- In contrast to these efforts, this is first study that provides radiation experiments for a variety of workloads and evaluates the efficiency of ECC on these codes. No prior work has combined the field study and radiation tests to understand the GPU 341 failures in a unified way. Our study provides insights about differences in the reliability of memory. If these insights are taken into account, it can make fault injection tools/models more realistic and accurate. The radiation experiments presented here ensure that all resources are exposed and were carefully conducted to ensure that all resources can be corrupted. This is also the first study to provide operational insights and recommendations for current and future large-scale GPU-enabled HPC centers.
Conclusion
We present an in-depth study of GPU failures on large-scales system and derive insights about GPU error characteristics that can be used to improve operational efficiency of large-scale HPC facilities. Our insights related to the failure characteristics based on raw sensitivity of the GPU memory structures tested using neutron-beam experiments can be incorporated into the future failure/soft-error modeling, simulation and tool frameworks. Overall, we believe that insights derived from our large-scale field data analysis and neutron-beam experiments carry significant implications for future generation GPU architectures and exascale systems.
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